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Steel Exec. 1st Alumnus
To Become President

... i,

Foster to Talk

Graduation

At

William Chapman Foster,

William G. Caples has been elected the new President of
Kenyon College, effective October 1.
of Inland Steel Co. of
The
Chicago succeeds Dr. F. Edward Lund who has been president
of Kenyon since 1957. Dr. Lund announced his retirement April

Di-

rector of the United States Arms
Control and Disarmament Agen-

59-year--

will deliver the main address
Commencement on June 2.
The Baccalaureate Address will
by Rev. John M.
be given
is-'--'
i
Krumm, Rector of the Church of
the Ascension in New York, and
of Columbia
former Chaplain
University. Honorary degrees will
be given to Frank Edgar Bailey,
i Bill Taggort
Professor of History at Kenyon,
Kenyon President-elec- l
G.
Caples
William
lalks with Illinois SenLaura Cabot Hodgkinson, former
ator
at
Charles
Percy
PACC
luncheon
Saturday.
last
Chairman of the Board of Trustees at Smith College, George
Gaylord Simpson, biologist, Vernon Stouffer, chairman of Stouf-fe- r
Foods Corporation, George
David Woods,
banker, and Mr.
Foster. Rev. Krumm has already
received an honorary degree from
cy,

at

h

'

Lund Resting Well
After Seizure in NY

Kenyon.

Kenyon President F. Edward Lund is resting comfortably
planned a in a New York City hospital
after what has been described as
y
program for alumni,
parents, and guests. A faculty-senio- r a seizure late Tuesday night.
Kenyon Trustee William E. Cless, who lives in New York,
class softball game will be
reported by telephone to the College that Dr. Lund is sitting
held Friday, May 31; in the eveniCollege

The

has

three-da-

ng, the Executive

Committee

of

the Alumni Council will meet,
and The Servant of Two Masters
will be performed. On Saturday,

and a
forum featuring President Lund
will be held.
Besides another
performance
of the Servant,
reseveral
class
luncheons,
union dinners, and receptions will
be held. Baccalaureate will be
held Sunday at 10 a.m.; only seniors and parents will be admitted.
The Commencement
exercises
will be held at 2:30 at Mather
Alumni-Facult-

y

seminars

Hall.

Chapman Foster has
in the following positions,
others: Under Secretary
of Commerce,
Administrator of
the Marshall Plan, Deputy Secretary of Defense, President, Manufacturing Chemists Association,
See ARMS, Page 6
William

served
among

up and resting- comfortably.
The hospital was scheduled to
run tests on Dr. Lund today.
The president suffered chest
and abdominal pains and was
hospitalized and placed under
With final confirmation from observation. The president is in
the American University in Bei- New York on a brief holiday and
rut, Lebanon, seven Kenyon stu- business trip.
dents will spend next year in the
Middle East attending A.U.B. The
Near East Program, sponsored by WKCO
the GLCA and administered by
Kenyon College, will send 21 men
and 16 women from nine colleges.
Kenyon students Baxter Ball,
Murray Horwitz, new WKCO
Jeff Price, manager, has set a meeting for
John
Richard Reynolds, and Mark Sunday, May 12, at 6:30 p.m. in
Smith will live and study at the Hill Theater classroom.
A.U.B. Gerald Bradford and John
Said Horwitz, "The new manMorrell will live in the Christian agement of WKCO seeks to proof
Center of the Near East School
mote originality and creativity in
Theology and will take courses
its policies and programs." To this
.
both at N.E.S.T. and A.U.B-end he invites any applications
-

Sends
Seven to Beirut
GLCA

Seeks Aid

For Next Year

Friis-Mikkelse-

n,

o. 9

I

old

vice-preside- nt

22. Mr. Caples will begin his
duties in Gambier after conclud- ing bargaining negotiations for
Inland Steel in the fall.
A 1930 graduate of Kenyon, Mr.
Caples is the first alumnus to become a Kenyon president. He received a J.D. degree from Northwestern University in 1933, and
an honorary LLD from Kenyon
in 1961. He has been a trustee of
Kenyon since 1952 and has been
active on several of the Board's
committees. He has been active
in seeking better employment opportunities for urban Negroes.
Outlining his reasons for accepting the presidency in a statement to the faculty, Mr. Caples
says that devoting the next six
years of his life to achieving
Kenyon's objectives "is of more
value than the work I am now
doing in industry
important,
necessary and interesting as it
is."
He emphasizes the need to
keep open channels of communication "so all parts of Kenyon
College can function most effectively and with a minimum waste
of effort."
Mr. Caples, who is described by
Inland Chairman Philip D. Block,
Jr., as having "given Inland and
the steel industry distinguished
service in his 23 years with the
company," claims that, while not
adan academic, he is a first-rat- e
ministrator. He thinks that he can
help attract the funds necessary
See STEEL, Page 6
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Caples Meets
Students For

i
J'

BreakfastTalks
President-elec- t
William Caples
met at breakfast with six students Saturday to air viewpoints
about Kenyon's future. The two-homeeting enabled the new
president and the students to
evaluate each other.
The six students included Bob
Strong, David Hoster, Richard
Baehr, Jeffrey Fisher, Dan Epstein, and Bob Boruchowitz.
Mr. Caples hopes to accomplish
the limited objectives now set for
Kenyon, including increasing the
faculty for the women's college,
building the fine arts center, and
fostering city planning in Gambier to coordinate with the college.
He plans to retire in six years
at the College's susquecentenniai,
noting, "Kenyon gets to 150 years
and I go out; it may be a good
exchange."
The new president is totally in
favor of the coordinate education
idea at Kenyon. He observes that
there are certain things men do
better together and certain things
women do better together. The
problem is to keep identity as a
See BREAKFAST, Page 6

Teaching Future
President Lund, who is retiring
next month after 10 years at
Kenyon, says he is leaving all
doors open with regard to his
future plans.
At the moment, he has narrowed considerations to two alternatives
writing and teaching. Currently
he favors writing

Senate Passes Drugs,
Amends Frosh Council

In its final meeting of the year, recently proposed drug legisla- for staff positions and any criticisms from interested students at campus Senate gave unanimous tion.
approval to final adoption of the
this time.
In other action, the Senate
passed finally the charter of the
Freshman Council. The bill attracted some debate on an
amendment governing the nature

a

book.
He notes

alternatives
Months

that either of these
requires three to six

resting, thinking, and per-J- P
studying, anywhere from
Cambridge to Stanford.
Resident Lund affirms that he
ls
enthusiastic about the choice
0
William Caples as his successor, observing
that Caples is com-ln- 8
to Kenyon at great personal
and out of a sense of
ueaieation.
He remarks that
.

ce

r-nn-

v

i

Caples has one of the richest experiences of public service in
America.
Dr. Lund said, "I'm exceedingly proud of this school, of the
quality of students, and of the
quality of faculty." He observes
that "sometimes in our isolation,
which creates a lack of objective
means of comparison, we too
often sell ourselves short and
don't realize what a fine institution this place is." He predicts
trauthat the penitentiary-like- ,
matic confinement on the Hill
will end with the arrival of the
; 111
-I
:
women's college, when "there
Mounwill indeed be a Magic
tain."
Greg Spaid
Dr. Lund commented that "Mrs.
Lund and I have been very Larry Finslrom shows his elation en route to victory in SAGA'S
contest last week. John Greller has
happy here for 11 years and wa stomach-challenginlook forward to joyous returns." a more sombre view of the situation.
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Lund Considers

n

of the Council's Senate representative.
The amendment, which made
the Council representative an observer with no vote and a voice
only in affairs relating to freshmen, was tied at 4,
and the
Senate Chairman was required
to cast the tie breaking vote for
the first time in his career. He
voted in favor of the amendment.
Robert Boruchowitz, editor of
the Collegian, was named Senate
representative to the Trustee
Committee on Student Affairs,
meeting later this spring.
Extensive discussion followed
this action on the nature of the
report on student rights and freedoms. The enacted writing will
appear in the new student handbook this fall.
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I wouldn't be taking this job.'
"If I weren't a
President-Elec- t
William G. Caples

Comptrollers
Mr. & Mrs. Merrill O. Burns

Business

risk-take-

The New President
d
president, William G. Caples, comes to
The
Kenyon with fine credentials that indicate he will be able to
get Kenyon moving again.
He is an accomplished administrator with the ability to
straighten out problems within the College. His 35 years of
p
decisions,
him for clear-cu- t
business experience
g
success.
sound administration, and
Mr. Caples is coming to Kenyon at the sacrifice of a lucrae
trustee
tive career at Inland Steel. An alumnus and a
of Kenyon, he knows the College well and is devoted to solving
its problems. In his meeting with students last Saturday, he
demonstrated a dedication and a willingness to keep open
channels of communication that are essential in the crucial
years ahead. He exhibits a strong desire to do everything well.
He is determined to perpetuate the liberal arts college and to
continue Kenyon's tradition of innovation with educational experimentation and the establishment of a coordinate women's
college.
This summer he will begin to sort out and to attack the
maze of problems facing Kenyon now and in the immediate
building space in College
future. These include
buildings as well as spurring on the women's admissions program, raising funds and contracting a builder for the women's
dormitory and dining complex.
Kenyon needs dynamic leadership to succeed in its new
venture. It looks as if William Caples will be able to provide
this leadership.
RCB
newly-electe-

well-equi-

fund-raisin-

long-tim-

re-allocat- ing

Among Best in U.S.
by Andy Moffitt

The design of the new biology
building is almost complete. According to Dr. Francis W. Yow,
department chairman, the $800,000
complex will place Kenyon's
facilities among the best in undergraduate institutions in the
United States.
Most of the building is to be
used for laboratories in which research can be done. There will be
a 227-se- at
lecture hall, a library,
and two seminar rooms separated
by a removable coil wall.
But the labs are the most
important addition, and they will
be unusual, unlike any others.
Their furnishings will be mod-ernl- y
portable into different
rooms for any possible lab projects. The rooms themselves will
be seven controlled-environmeareas, programmed for variable
conditions
for plant and animal life. There
will be a special room shielded as
much as possible from electrical
influences, in order to conduct the
experiments which require an
especially low amount of electrical interference in the air, and
which formerly have been unat- nt
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Dr. Shepard Ends

Hettet
First Kenyon Year

Almost predictably, consultations
reached a peak last ThanksWhen it became known last
giving
and again in February,
spring that a clinical psychologist
when Dr. Shepard was swamped.
would come to Kenyon for stuMore freshmen see him than
dent consultations, a common rebut distribution is
this
what
just
was,
action
"That's
And, for some
remarkably
even.
place needs!" Dr. Rowland H.
reason, Eastern students are less
of
year
a
nearly
Shepard, after
about coming to see him.
consultation with Kenyon men, inhibited
One Ohio student entered the
bad.
finds that it isn't all that
immediately asked that
Among those he has consulted office and
say be kept in strictest
he
what
(fifty-thre- e
from Kenyon, others
confidence; he then proceeded to
from Bexley), only a few are
inability-to-stud- y
an
describe
probgenuinely neurotic. Most
problem, common to most stulems are common to all students:
study problems dents.
sex hang-up- s,
As does Chaplain Rogan, Dr.
(motivational), drug problems,
keeps everything in strict
Shepard
insecurity and loneliness, parental
confidence. Dean Edwards has
conflicts, identity crises, and that
off" policy on
n
to stuck to his "hands
"trapped feeling"
personal problems. The
Gambierites. Such problems are students'
Rogan and Dr.
helped after one, two, or three problems Chaplain
and
conferences, for Kenyon students, Shepard deal with are related
remany
are
students
therefore
notes Dr. Shepard, are very able
particuat thinking through their prob- ferred back and forth for
lar aspects of their problems.
lems.
Questions on life in the social
Expecting to find a few really
sense (an individual's interaction
sick individuals here, Dr. Shepard
with society) are handled by Dr.
secured a list of reliable psychia- Shepard and questions on life in
trists in Columbus. So far, he has the spiritual sense (an individnot needed to use it.
ual's interaction with nature) are
Dr. Shepard worked in part handled by Chaplain Rogan. Betime consultation with students at tween them, some students have
Kent State for six years before worked out values consistent with
coming here, and finds definite social realities.
comparisons developing. He thinks
Dr. Shepard's lasting interest
the
environment here in Zen has often added a spiritual
has created quite a few problems dimension to several consultathat may vanish with the wo- tions. Somewhat sheepishly, Dr.
men's college. Being cut off from Sheppard admits that he is still
women, many "late developers" "looking for the answers" to those
have no opportunity to function big questions. He notes success
in a normal situation, with re- talking with students involved in
sulting doubts about their mascu- the mystical aspect of drug-takinlinity. Trying to eliminate doubts
on the big weekends and meeting
Working for the Veterans Adwith failure merely reinforce the ministration hospitals and coninadequacy feelings.
sulting at the same time with stuAnother problem peculiar to dents at Kent State enabled Dr.
Kenyon is that behavior patterns Shepard to realize how much he
rigidify: a student establishes a enjoyed working with the stubehavior pattern
for example, dents, whose problems were less
heavy drinking and throwing a chronic and could often be workshow, which is increasingly ex- ed out. Seventy percent of those
pected by others; breaking away who have come to see him at
from
formed in the Kenyon have come on their own,
past is apparently harder when many at the recommendation of
most people know you only by a friends who have found helpful
few characteristics.
advice in his office.
by Don Mayer

up-perclass-

men,

all-ma- le

g.

self-imag-

es

imniM
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Bio Complex to Be

ure

May

well-know-

Robert Maclntyre, Frank Bailey, Paul Douglas, Anthony
LoBello, Chuck Kenrick, Tom Baley, Robert Andrews,

light-and-temperat-
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Covello to Go
to Viet Duty

by Richard B. Gelfond
Captain Arthur Covello, after
three years of duty as an Asso- ciate Professor
of Aerospace
.
Studies in the Kenyon Air Force
Reserve Officer Training Program, will leave shortly for reassignment in Da Nang, Vietnam.
Captain Covello's thoughts
a-bo-

p. rs

.Jk- -

Plttkii
-

asi

397-621- 9

6,

rpretations of outgoing Student
Council President Jeffrey Fisher.
Mr. Fisher's tenure has been
marked by a significant increase
in student participation in campus government.
To the Editor:
This statement is a summary
of a few important issues I isolated from this year's discussions
in Campus Senate and the Student Council. I should say that
originally
observations
these
formed part of a letter to Mr.
Gensemer concerning the report
of the Social Facilities Committee and were later delivered in
my farewell address to the Student Council. As a result of a
meeting of the Senate to discuss
the projections and recommendations of the Social Facilities report, I have come to feel some-

what easier about the future

of

Kenyon and its women's college.
The worst enemy of students

at Kenyon is paternalism, which,
at its worst, takes the form of
blithe confidence on the part of
faculty and administrators that
in the face of evidence to the
they, by virtue of
contrary
age, know what's best for students. Paternalism runs deep; it
informs the rhetoric of a great
number of official college releases. The recent physical education requirement proposals are
typical. They urge the "senior
members" of the community to
legislate a requirement in the
best interests of the "junior
members" of the community.
The Time ad of March 29 (adalmost unintelligible)
seemed to make a paternalistic
statement. "A Kenyon student is
challenges in
provided
his chosen specialty, against an
encompassing background of the
intellectual and social values
which will finally determine and
support his personal success."
Note that the background is encompassing and that the intellec-tura- l
and social values will determine.

mittedly

in-dep-

th

Paternalism underlay the diwomen's hours in the
Senate this year.
At a meeting after the President's veto, a senator suggested
ed that if we were to take up
women's hours question again
scussion of

temptable. That is the point: i f
.
much more experimentation will
be possible. The set-u- p
of these
rooms will be unique among undergraduate colleges, facilitating
much work that is usually rethe transfer are definitely
stricted to graduate levels of
mixed. On the one hand, he emstudy. Here conditions will be
phasizes that he has enjoyed his
especially ideal for independent
three year stay at Kenyon very
study.
much. He believes his experience
This building project will place
was a "two way street" in that he
a greater emphasis on botany,
feels he has learned even more
and will make possible more
than he has taught.
courses in the area. There will be
On the other hand, Captain
an attractive botanical courtyard
Covello says that he personally
between the new building and
Bill Taggart
A .'
the two Mather Halls, and a Captain Covello en route to Viet- believes in our commitment in
greenhouse at the south end.
nam after three years at Kenyon. Viet Nam. Because of this, he has
no regrets about the transfer.
The road that now goes through,
However, the Captain strongly
behind Mather, will be torn up
TYPING
emphasizes that he does regret
and replaced by the courtyard,
the
existence of an international
Mrs.
Arlene
Peterson
which will leave enough space to
situation which requires such a
after 3:45
drive through the green, in case
transfer.
807 E. Burgess, Mt. Vernon
of emergency. The new hall,
Captain Covello is a navigator.
which will be rectangular with
FASTI
See COVELLO, Page 6
ends lying north and south, will
be reachable on foot by a walkway, to the left and right of the
William's Flower Shop
stairway that leads up between
1 14 South
Main Street
the present Mather Halls; the
walkway will proceed through,
392-208- 6
Telephones: 392-207and under the building, and out
Flowers
for all occasions
into the courtyard.

Br

Editor's Note: The following is a
farewell summary of the inte-

ut

we would do well to consider
first what dormitories ought to
be, not what they are in fact.
A few senior members demon

strated great reluctance during
our discussion to accept the explanation of what dormitories
are for students, or to believe
that that was in fact what students wanted them to be.
Paternalism's
handmaid is
gradualism, and this too is an
enemy to students. At the last
meeting of the Senate last year,
when retiring senators assessed
the year's work and the future
of the Senate's activity, I asked
why we couldn't be the first college to initiate some necessary
change (reform). The predictable answer was that we have a
community here and must consider the effect the change would
have on the faculty as well as
the students. Besides, we have
some image to maintain before
the alumni, the trustees, the parents of prospective students, the
residents of Mount Vernon, and
the community of scholars. The
end of this argument (and I believe the last words spoken in
the meeting) was a senior senator's endorsement of gradualism:
See FISHER, Page 6
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Tennis Seeks Crown Sports
Are in
After Fast Finish
by R. Grieser and

by W. P. Holloway
The Lord tennis team finished
with a flourish as it won three
of its last four matches, the
fourth being rained out with
Kenyon winning
Kenyon smashed Wilmington
at Wilmington April 30th.
Coach Harrison left Captain Stu
1 man Andy Stewart
Revo and
home to let some men lower on
the ladder play. The Lords didn't
lose a set, in fact the highest
score was
On May 2nd Kenyon
beat
courts.
Akron 1 at the Har-Tr- u
Again most of the matches were
4-- 2.

9--

0

6--

6--

1,

3.

8--

won quite easily, with Akron
winning only 2 doubles.
Kenyon was beating Baldwin-Wallac- e
when the match was
rained out. The Lords took 4 of
the six singles. The first doubles
had split sets when the rain began.
Marietta fell 3 Monday. The
match was wrapped up before
the doubles. The Lords won five
of the six singles.
Up to now both Stu Revo and
Jeff Goldberg are undefeated in
the conference. If these two can
keep it up the Lords shm..'
in
the conference tournament ...i.i
ease.
4-- 2

6--

i
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Third baseman Jeff Jones works on balling eye.

and Books
Flea's Bag

Vogelei
Jeff Jones, or, more accurately,
"the Flea," is one of Kenyon's
better known sports personalities.
To find out about the Flea, one
could visit the football field in
the fall, the baseball field in the
spring, or Bexley Library anytime at night. To most people he
seems aloof from the academic
atmosphere of the college, but his
grade-poihas been a B- - average the past two years, and he has
been known to forsake parts of
dance weekends to study or write
papers. He is known in the intellectual circles of Kenyon as
for the number of
hours he devotes daily to his
studies. He is a classic example
of the "sneaky grind."
A
man since his
freshman year, Jeff led the conference in passing his sophomore
year and has been a stalwart on
the baseball team for four seasons. A true measure of an athlete is what he does when things
are not going well. Flea's dedication was exhibited in the fall, as
he contributed all he could to the
football team even though some
of the returning players did not
see it through. The only thing to
match the Flea's athletic ability
is his complete devotion and loyalty to the sports program at.
Kenyon.
Even with his rigorous schedule, Jeff spends as much time as
possible with his friends and fraternity. A member of Alpha
Delta Phi, he played in some of
the intramural basketball games
and led the "green machine" to
victory in swimming.
Jeff has a great attitude toward
M.

"five-a-day-Fle-

a"

rt

Shades of Shea

Baseball Finds Winning Touch
by Rick Haskins
It could only happen to the
Mets-er-Lord-

s.

after surviving an 11-- 3
drubbing at the hands of the
league leading Wittenberg Tigers, Kenyon
)
came back in
splendid style to drop the league
leaders into second place via a
victory.
In the opener Kenyon's usually
reliable pitcher Rick Haskins did
not have his best stuff and was
subjected to some rough treatment at the hands of the Tiger
hitters. A few errors added to
the problem and Wittenberg tallied three times in the first
Monday,

(0-9-

3--

2

frame.

Kenyon came storming back
booming triple by Barry
Direnfeld and a double by Chris
Meyers to score two runs. Wittenberg was silenced for a couple
of innings, but were constantly
threatening until the fourth,
when they broke the game open
with a four run barrage. Kenyon
added one in the bottom of the
innings but Wittenberg got to
reliever Jim Nordberg for three
in the top of the fifth, and the
game was lost. In this contest,
on a

while the pitching was noticably
less effective, the Lords did not
help themselves in the field, committing a total of seven errors.
In the second game the Lords
settled down to some excellent
fielding and timely hitting. Roger
Novak kept the lid on the opposing batters and only in the fifth
on a
did Wittenberg score
bloop single to just over the
drawn-i- n
infield.
In the bottom of the fifth Kenyon went to work. Some good
hitting by Rick Coe, Barry Direnfeld and Jeff Jones, who finally found the range on the many
curves he saw all day, accounted
for three runs. Wittenberg came
back for a single score in then-hal- f
of the 6th. In the Kenyon 6th
the Lords threatened again, but
a weird play erased the scoring
With Doug Bootes
opportunity.
on second, Roger Novak on third,
and one out, Jeff Jones hit a smash
down the third base line. A diving save by the Tiger third
sacker caught Novak off the bag.
While Wittenberg tried to run
Novak down, Bootes took third
and somehow both runners ended up on that sack. Just as they

got there, both broke off, Novak
for home and Bootes back to
second. As a result both were
out.
In the crucial seventh, Novak
walked the fiirst batter. He then
committed a throwing error on
a tap back to the pitcher, breakup the much needed double play.
But Kenyon was able to retire
the last two batters and preserve
its first victory.
The Lords now have seven
games remaining and things look
much better. Rick Coe, pressed
into emergency use at shortstop,
did an outstanding job. In what
is usually the weakest spot on
the Kenyon defense, Coe handled
the job like a pro and was involved in Kenyon's first
double play of the year. Coe alg
so contributed a crucial
single in the sixth inning of the second game. Direnfeld and Jones had the bat
power when it was most needed.
Kenyon proved that it does have
a decent ball club, and with a
little luck could come up with a
much improved second half of
the season.
6-4-

of Gambier

Member of

Curtis
393-185- 6

Mount Vernon

Knox Beverage

Company

Betas, AD's
Seek Gup in

-

t

mw

Intramurals
by Wall Villecco
The intramural athletic scene
has been dominated by the Betas
and the Alpha Delts since the
opening of the year, while the
Delts have been successful enough
to capture third place.
Olher fralernilies have taken
minor championships,
but the
Betas and the Alpha Delts are in
a dead heat for the intramural
trophy, which the Betas are seeking to retire for the second time
in four years. The Betas have
captured championships in badand
minton,
while the Alpha Delts'
championships include volleyball
and swimming.
In an all important opening
match in tennis, the Alpha Delts
defeated the Betas and would
now be favored to win the tennis
trophy. However, the Betas are
favored to win the track meet.
Thus, the championship may be
a
decided by the
softball
game at the end of the season.
The extra championship points in
this event could make the difference for either team.
The Dells' third place finish
may be attributed to a championship in football and second place
finishes in volleyball and swimming. Other first place finishes
were won by Manning in bridge
and ping - pong, ALO in foul
shooting, and Sigma Pi in pool.
An individual star worth noting
this year in intramurals is Roger
Waters, who for the second year
in a row won badminton, played
on the continually reigning Beta
championship
team,
and has pitched the Beta softball
team to another possible championship. Other noteworthy achievements were Steve Bartlett's performance in football, freshmen
Bart Ziurys and Chris Meyers in
basketball, and Ron Ditmars' performances in all sports in which
he participated.
II is hoped that next year the
intramural program can perhaps
be expanded to include golf and
bowling.
There is little question that the
competition in all sports has increased in the past several years.
Though the Betas are attempting
to win the trophy for the sixth
year in a row, they are finding
such an achievement most difficult, and next year will be even
more hard pressed to repeat.
A-basket-

B-bas-ke-

bal!,

AD-Bet-

A-baske-

tball

The

Accent
House
Contemporary

of

Peoples Bank

Hotel

-3

rally-startin-

Compliments
on the Square

his life and friends. They know
him to be an honest and unselfish
person, and in his book it is truly
the other guy first.
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Williams Is
Clean, Tough
by Bob Goelze
Lacrosse has been spoken of by
spectators and players as "mass
mayhem," "calculated and predetermined murder," and "football
with clubs," but no matter what
else, it is a gentleman's game and
Jerry Williams, captain of this
year's stickers, is a gentleman.
He has the qualities of team
leadership, a cool temper, and
what is called "field sense." He
has the ability to play this unique
game with the love that it requires.
Lacrosse, unlike most other
sports, does not have professional
pressures and material gains connected with it. It is a game that
can only be played with a true
dedication that all lacrosse players
have. Jerry has found this love
and has put all of his efforts both
on and off the field toward furthering the popularity and respect of this great game.
Jerry, known to most people as
"Screams," knows the pleasures
of life and has made his four
years at Kenyon memorable for
himself and those who have
known him. He has kept the
team spirit high with his witticisms and friendship. He has always used his amiable personality and knowledge of the sport
as an inspiration to newcomers
who are often discouraged and
awed by it.
A lacrosse player or fan always
seems to have the time to sit and
talk about personal experiences
in the game, or the nationwide

popularity that it

is

just

begin-

ning to receive, or the question of
"club or professional?" Or the old
time greats of the game, or just
about anything that is even remotely related to the game. Jerry
is no exception. He will always
try to protect the game's heritage, to interest as many others
as possible in it, and to keep it a
gentleman's game.
There is a definite binding
force between all who have played the sport. It is like a fraternal
order with something secret,
mysterious, and meaningful between all of its brothers. Jerry
has borne his responsibility to
this brotherhood well in the past.
Certainly his true feeling for
"America's Fastest Sport on Two
Feet" will continue to make
lacrosse as clean, hard, and gentlemanly as it has always been.
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History Mixed With Legend
Career
In Bailey's
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which claimed the lives of nine
students. "Many stories are told
about me and the fire," states
Bailey vigorously, "most of them
apocryphal." Mr. Bailey referred
particularly to the Kenyon students' common understanding that
he entered the burning edifice,
saved several lives, was eventually forced to jump from a high
window and permanently damaged his back.
He insists that the story be
At the time of the
corrected.
fire a slipped disc was developing in his back, and his mobility
was restricted. By the time he
arrived at the fire (4:00 a.m.
Sunday morning) the heat was
to be
too intense for
effective, let alone for entry into
the building. His back condition
was greatly aggravated by the
activity demanded of him during
this period, and several days
after the fire he became paradown.
lyzed from the waist
Eleven days later, after harrow
with Medical
ing experiences
Bureaucracy, amazed doctors in
Columbus removed one of the
largest discs they had ever seen.
Weeks afterward Dr. Bailey began relearning how to walk.
His memorie of the days of
- particularly
the fire are viv.
the Sunday dinner in Peirce Hall
when, in order to determine who
among the missing were victims,

by John Smyth

a hush came over the hall and it
was asked, "Has anyone seen
." Mr- Bailey's most painful
.
moment came after his office had
erred and telegrammed the parents of one of the nine that their
son was unhurt; Bailey met them
when they subsequently arrived
at Kenyon with fresh clothes and
supplies for their son.
"As in all tragedies," Bailey
notes, "there is a certain greatness which came out of it." He
recalls the determination of the
College to pull together and
keep its spirit, "a feeling of boy,
we're down, but we can't be licked. When you get that way nothing can stop you."
One of the most enjoyable
periods for Mr. Bailey was the
early '50's, when many of the
students were G.I.'s and the en
once, durrollment was small
ing the Korean War it dropped
to 375. "Then I knew every student by his first name, and something good about him or something bad about him." Chalmers,
through his wide personal friendships, had attracted an excellent
faculty. The G.I.'s were heavy
drinkers, but they also, according to Bailey, showed a sense of
responsibility and discipline nat
present in other student generations. When Woodrow Wilson
scholarships were handed out for
See Bailey, Page 6

This soring Professor Frank
Bailey has announced his final
retirement from active duty witn
the College. The knowledge that
Kenyon men of the present have
of Professor Bailey ranges from
superficial to detailed, but it is
often inaccurate. The Collegian
feels that the time is ripe to direct its attention to a man who
for the last twenty years has, in
the minds of many, embodied
Bill Taggait
yL U.
T ' ilH Jl
the Kenyon spirit.
i m mm
SenThe cold facts of Professor
with
comment
light
a
PACC Director Robert Goldwin shares
Bailey's
Saturday.
contribution to Kenyon
last
students
seminar
with
lunch
at
the
Percy
ator Charles
should serve as an effective introduction. In 1947 he came to
Kenyon as Dean of the College,
an office with duties which are
now split between the Provost
and Dean of Students.
He held this demanding por.t
until 1956, when the trustees apby Bob Boruchowitz
pointed him Acting President
after the death of his close friend
Distingushed persons from government, journalism, and Gordon Chalmers. One year later
academics came to Gambier this past weekend to discuss Dr. Lund took office, and Mr.
civil disobedience in the first Public Affairs Conference to be Bailey continued to serve as
Dean until 1963. He then took a
held at Kenyon.
d
sabbatical and has
PACC Director Robert Goldwin reports that "from all indi
since returning.
history
taught
science
the conference was a to include
was attracted to Kenyon by
He
tremendous success." The par- men, he was concerned that there Chalmers as a result of a friend
ticipants included Illinois Sena- were no artists present, with the ship developed while they were
criti
Percy,
columnist exception of poet-socitor Charles
both teaching at Mt. Holyoke. At
author Paul Goodman.
Robert Novak, three Congressthat time he was in his early
very
was
But "the aggregation
men, new SUNY college presiand had already led a
forties,
dent Harris Wofford, several Ne- impressive," and the elected oflife; he was a gradfull
rather
in
leaven"
gro leaders and the three Dis- ficials were "a real
and had reuate
Dartmouth
of
e
bringing things down to realities.
tinguished
M.A. and Ph.D. from
his
ceived
Goldwin
who met earlier in the year with He commented that Mr.
He had taught at M.I.T.
does "a good job in drawing out Harvard.
the student PACC seminar.
Holyoke before the
Mount
and
to
This was the eleventh confer- of everybody what they have
which time he was
at
began,
war
ence since the inception of the give."
to contribute to the
determined
assigned
Each participant was
PACC at the University of Chinational effort.
cago in 1960. Many participants a student "boy guide." Stacy
After a frustrating tussle with
Percy,
observed that they thought the Evans, who guided Sen.
federal bureaucracy, he sethe
conference was better at Kenyon observes that Claremont Profes- cured a Navy commission as an
than at Chicago, noting that the sor Henry Jaffa told him that he Intelligence Officer. He led a
facilities are more enjoyable, re- has learned more from these conrather tedious life in Washlaxing, and conducive to a good ferences than from any other
first part
public function in which he's ington during the
conference.
meanwhile the
war,
but
of
the
The conferees continued their ever participated.
Harvard Press was publishing his
Evans noted that Mr. Novak doctoral thesis as a book: British
talks during luncheons with students and while walking around savs the conference weekend is Policy in the Turkish Reform
campus. Mr. Goldwin points out the only three days he takes out
Bailey's work has
Movement.
that one of the ideas of the de- of his work except for regularly not lost its punch; Harvard has
sign of the conference is to en- scheduled vacations. Sen. Percy
announced that it will be printed
courage that the participants dis- remarked to Evans that the conagain in 1969. During the latter
cuss the topic even when they ferences he has attended have inhalf of the war he had a "Cook's
are not in official session.
fluenced his subsequent positions
tour at the expense of the U.S.
Chaplain Donald Rogan, the on public issues.
Navy," working in North Africa
one member of the Kenyon facMr. Goldwin observes that the the Near East, Italy and finally
ulty not in political science who conferees usually find new ways Macedonia for nine months. He
participated in the conference, of understanding and that in this
returned to the United States as
noted the success that the con- session at least one of the parquickly as possible at the end of
Tom Au
ference enjoyed in "getting this ticipants changed his basic viewhostilities, but the State Dethe
"There
1949
fire.
Prof. Frank Bailey discussing the College after the
rather fantastic variety of people point.
partment sent him back at the
was the feeling of boy, we're down, but we can't be licked. When
to talk closely enough about the
Senator Percy played two sets time of the Greek crisis to help
you get that way nothing can stop you."
same subject to understand each of doubles tennis with several supervise
elections.
other."
Revo,
Stu
partner,
ADs.
His
The most momentous event in
Mr. Rogan's main criticism of claims they won both sets easily Bailey's 20 years at Kenyon was
subwas
the
that
the conference
the Old Kenyon fire of 1949
See PACC, Page 5
ject suffered from being tied too
There are several types of Americans.
closely in the preliminary papers
1
to the Negro revolution. He coni
Some live in beautiful America; one lives in the ghetto.
f-tends that civil disobedience is
This
summer for the third straight year the Cornerstone
currently relevant in other cirwill bring young students from some 40 states in
Project
past
cles. He notes that for the
the beautiful Ameria into Boston's Roxbury area, Atlanta's
two years civil disobedience has
meant to most people draft reSummerhill district, Cleveland's Hough and New York's
sistance and illegal acts in opBedford-Stuyvesasections. For two short weeks, under
position to the war. He found the
of Mayors Kevin White, Ivan Allen Jr.,
sponsorship
the
lack of presentation papers on
Carl Stokes and John Lindsay, these students will live in
the subject somewhat lamentthe homes, walk the streets, touch the children, and share
able.
While noting .the attempt made
the rare laughter of the black people of the ghettoes.
ii
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Conferees Praise
PACC Discussions
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Their experience will bring them a little closer to the
plight of the other American and his millions of brothers.

The Alcove
Mount Vernon

LIwl
Lemasters

Restaurant

Cocktails

For information on how you can participate in one of
k
Cornerstone Projects for 1968, contact
the 20
two-wee-
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Curtis Hotel Barber Shop
1

Fine Clothes For Men
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South Gay St.

Mount Vernon, Ohio
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Tiie New Athletics

an

year.

14-1-

Joe France

Art Hensley performing in the
triple jump. Art
the track team this year and
co-captain-

ed

holds several school records.

2,

two-und-

Kenyon gained national recognition in three sports this
basketball, soccer, and swimming. But Kenyon has
year
sports,
eleven
and many of them need a good deal of work.
away
Take
basketball's 23-- 5 mark (and we may have to if
s
Coach Bob Harrison leaves) and the overall
record
for the year is
not at all outstanding. Certainly we
should not, and we will not, take a
attitude,
for that is alien to the Kenyon purpose. But the students have
come to demand a certain respectability on the athletic field.
Athletic Director Phil Morse notes, "We've accomplished a lot
naturally we would like much more. We expect a good
deal of progress again next year." Some sports, however, could
use more participants; some, better coaching.
The other areas of college athletic life are open to a similar
optimism. The physical education and intramural programs
have been and will continue to be expanded and improved.
The directors have given assurances that progress will be made
in the variety, quality, and availability of equipment.
At the same time, we are in a critical period of athletic
administration. Every effort must be made to ward off any
conflict of varsity sports. Kenyon should not allow any sport
to take undue command, to the detriment of any other. The
s
College should do everything in its power to provide a
foundation for each one. Some, because of the number
of participants and spectators, may receive more attention
and allowances than others. But perhaps we should ask ourselves whether, at Kenyon, it is really so much more important
to win, say, a football game, than it is to win a tennis or golf
won-los-

Jumping Jack
Is Octo Art
by Dave Balfour

Track
Art Hensley
has to be one of the most versatile and talented athletes in Ken-yon- 's
history.
In indoor competition "Octo"
holds several jumping records, as
well as records in the high and
low hurdles. Outdoors he owns
records in the high jump and
triple jump.
Art has particularly shown
great improvement in the triple
jump. He has advanced from a
43"2' in his freshman year to a
record 46'4".
Art credits his improvements
to Coach White's help. Working
with the coach, Hensley took the
techniques he had learned in
high school and- refined them.
Being captain has made this
first-clastrack season a different experience. He feels that he has learned and profited a lot because of
his obligation to the team. However, Art feels that he has not
contributed to the team as much
as he desired.
match?
Art believes that with a less
Finally, it is the opinion of the Collegian that the pro- stringent academic atmosphere
posed partitioning of the football stands next fall is not an and better facilities, track would
be more highly regarded. He adadvisable move. Reserved seat sectioning was perhaps justif- mits that the lack of facilities for
iable in basketball, for the
fans were responsible the triple jump has especially
for a great part of the attendance. But in football that situathurt him.
This season became an especion is not likely to exist. In stands as large as those at McBride
ially
hard one for Art when he
Field,
36-6-

co-capta- in

3,

win-at-all-co-

non-stude-

sts

-

nt

it would be extremely disconcerting for a student to be reaggravated a hamstring injury
sit at the end of the stands to watch action 80 yards for the fourth time to cap a long

forced to

especially with a number of empty seats in the center. series of injuries.
It has been difficult enough to woo students to football games;
A member of the Dayton Bowman
Track Club, he placed 4th
turning them into second-clas- s
spectators would be fatal.
Eastern A.A.U. last sumin
the
RLS
mer. The competition he met
there was quite tough. For example, such athletes as John
Thomas competed in the meet.
This year he has again qualified
Continued from Page 3
rect or "participatory" democ- for the NCAA meet, his second
and remarks
in a row.
that the senator racy.
'really had intense concentrat"As a result of this view there
Recalling his first days at Kenis a growing number of Ameriion" and "made all the shots."
yon, Art says, "I came here just
Professor Harry Clor made a cans who do not believe that like everyone else did, very, very
summary formulation at the end basic decisions should be made small. I had a little trouble adof the three-dasession, stress-ln- by constituted authority or offic- justing at first." He has come a
the controversy about who ial representative bodies, but, long way the last four years.
should make basic decisions in rather, "directly" by the people "Octo's" presence will be sorely

away,

Talks Exciting

PACC

y

the

by Jeff Spence
The Kenyon golf team still remains an unknown
quantity.
Over the weekend the team
proved one thing, namely that it
is basically inconsistent.
Friday the Lords topped a
avenggood Otterbein team 18-ing an earlier defeat. Steve Bart-le- tt
and Jeff Spence led the way
with 76's, followed by Bruce
Carr with 77. One bad hole cost
freshman Allan Burt a 78.
Saturday the golfers beat Muskingum
again at "friendly"
Hiawatha Golf Course. Bartlett
fired a 34 on the front side only
to find himself two down at the
turn as Muskingum's
John
Dewey shot an amazing 32, four
strokes under par. Both "cooled
off" on the backside as Dewey
70 and Steve
totaled a
a 71
the lowest rounds of this
year. Spence's 78 was the only
score for Kenyon,
other sub-8- 0
but solid rounds by Burt and Tim
Hollinger gave the golfers their
fourth win in ten matches.
In both matches the individual
contests were extremely close.
The entire team showed the ability to come from behind to win
the close ones
a good sign
with the conference meet coming
up.
Monday the team's timing was
off. The golfers saved all their
bad shots (hopefully)
for the
quadrangular match with Mount
8,

success.

Baldwin-Wallac-

g

United States.

He
his statement for the Collegian:
'At the bottom of the controversy over civil disobedience
's deeper controversy about the
kind of political community the
Un'ted States ought
to be.
re-formul-

ated

Among those who demonstrate
and disobey there are many who

a'm simply at the eradication of
Particular social evils, real or
"nagined. But there are many
others who are inspired by a
certain doctrine of democracy,
for which
Paul Goodman is a
spokesman
the doctrine of di- -

5

Golfers' Fortunes
Go Up and Down

We have entered a new age at Kenyon. The past two or
three years have ushered in some things that have been relatively unknown here for a long time
an awareness of athletics, and an interest in results.
Kenyon men have been notoriously apathetic both in participation in and support of their sports teams. But the trend
is turning. It is no longer impossible to see a standing room
crowd at the fieldhouse; people actually come down to watch
soccer and lacrosse; the stands are filled for swim meets. Not
Jways, of course
the Kenyon student is keenly selective
about what is to be worth his time. But for such a phemome-nu- u
io occur at all is indicative of a significant change in attitude. One force has been at the root of this change
Winning does great things for a team, a sports program,
athletic department. Winning brings its tangible justificatpublicity and prestige
but it also fosters one of the
ions
most important results an athletic program can lend to any
school: a sense of pride and unity. Anyone who sat in
Wertheimer Fieldhouse to see the Lord basketballers down
e
knows that sense, and no doubt he will count
experience
as
one of the truly memorable events of the
that

Page

or groups of people. Our under- missed at Kenyon both on and
standing of the problems associ- off the track next year.
ated with civil disobedience is
grossly deficient if it does not include an understanding of this
PRINTING ARTS
radical challenge, in principle,
PRESS
to our traditional system of representative and constitutional
Newark Road
democracy."
Mount Vernon
What was most exciting, said
Mr. Clor, was the meeting of
Offset Printing
men primarily oriented toward
Letterpress Printing
theory and men primarily oriented toward practice. He made his
summary statement to remind
Telephone 397-610- 6
the men of practice of the theoretical dimension.

er

Big Red,

Union, Marietta and Hiram. The
result was three losses in one

day! The course, the Alliance
Country Club, is the site of the
conference
tournament, which
will be a
endurance contest. Bartlett had a 77, but the
other scores were 82, 85, 86, 89,
and 89. Chuck Kenrick played a
practice round and fired a 79.
This was really the only bright
spot in the otherwise very disappointing day.
The golfers still expect to do
well in the tournament, for they
have already used up all the bad
shots allotted for one golf course
for one year. Bartlett, Spence,
Kenrick, Rainka, and either Carr,
Hollinger, Hornick, or Burt will
make the five man tournament
entry. Only the low four scores
will be counted. Denison, Baldwin-36-ho-

le

and Marietta rate

Wallace,

as the teams to beat.

Wednesday B-and Oberlin
come to Hiawatha and Saturday
the Lords close out regular season play with a match at Akron.
individBartlett, with an
ual record, has been the top
point-gettthis year with 32
points. Spence is next with 24.
His 6 wins are also second highest.
The golfers wish to" extend
their heartfelt best wishes to the
5 fans who showed up for six
home matches this year. Their
loyal support "made" the season.
W

8-3-

-2

er

Take

OSU

Hard Lacrosse Wins
by Andy Bowman
Faced with the most difficult
games of the entire season in one
week, the Lords demonstrated
that they are not the pushovers
some people thought. Their displays of determination right up
to the gun in both games left
them outscoring their opponents
in the last quarter.
The Denison game began with
the Lords hard pressed to gain
control of the ball. Jim Peace
was spectacular in holding the
confident Big Red to two goals
in the first quarter.
In the second frame, P. T. Day
backhanded a Williams feed into
the nets and Kenyon caught fire.
Denison retaliated with another
goal, but Houghtlin's scorching
shot from outside reduced the
margin to one. Denison scored on
a beautiful feed from behind, but
a P. G. Thomas feed to Jack
Turnbull, who beat the Denison
goalie easily, left the score 3
at the half.
Unfortunately, the third period
saw Kenyon lose its momentum
and Denison scored four times.
One was on a fast break, one was
a backhand over the head, and
another came with Kenyon down
a man.
The score still read
as the fourth quarter began
3
ominously with a Denison goal.
At this point the Denison coach
confidently pulled two or three
of his seniors to give younger
players game experience. Kenyon
rallied with goals by Houghtlin,
Williams, and Rigali while Denison could muster only a single
goal from their attack. The game
ended with Kenyon pressing for
another goal and the score reading 10-It is unfortunate that skeptical
Kenyon fans didn't make the
for they
drive to Granville,
missed three quarters of the best
4--

8--

6.

lacrosse Kenyon has played all
year.
Saturday's game in Columbus
began with considerably
less
promise. Ohio State had four
goals by the end of the first period.
In the second quarter
Houghtlin scored on a feed from
Blackmer, but State tallied twice
on the rough, dusty field and the
score was 1 at the intermission.
The same combination came up
with another score at the starting
whistle of the third quarter.
"Hondo" then drilled another
bouncing shot past the OSU
goalie and Kenyon's hopes looked
brighter. However, OSU scored
three times before the period
ended and the Lords faced a 10-- 3
deficit.
No one was pulled from OSU's
lineup but Kenyon again started
a scoring spree. Turnbull fed
Day, Hondo, and Blackmer, who
put in a rebound from his initial
shot with a heads up play. The
game ended with Kenyon again
threatening to score.
The Lords showed real desire, good conditioning, and the
ability to score. If the scoring
combination can come up more
regularly (the Lords took 21
shots to OSU's 49), the last two
games should turn out to be a
pair of victories.
6--

Wednesday, May 15, the Film
Society will present a special
showing of "King Kong vs.
Godzilla." The film will be
shown at 7:00 and 9:00 p.m.
in Rosse Hall.

Dine
Beer

at Dorothy's
-

Sandwiches

Open 8 a.m. to 11:45 p.tm.
Monday - Saturday
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Mr. Gensemer's

will

applaud

many individuals
reply to my letter and to address
change as will disapprove it, and
myself to his points. "If gradualtime will confirm (to the
ism means tokenism (which I that
college's advantage) the courage
define as a slight yielding under
of their
pressure for the purpose of slow- and appropriateness
At a time when the
ing or preventing significant decision.
gap" has seemed to
change) then I deplore it. If, on "generation
widen, and parents and children
gradualism
the
other hand,
irretrievably lost to each
means continuity, then I consider are
because of different ideas,
other
social
meaningful
it essential to
modes of thought,
different
even
reform. It is not my opinion that
a college
surprise
not
should
it
facKenyon's administration and
gr,..' t
and
paternalism
that
ulty are consciously and consistIf a
procedures.
ently using tokenism as a tactic are outworn
with his father,
will
son
break
to suppress student demands.
much sooner will he break
When I used the word gradual- how
a school administrator? I
with
ism, I meant it to include tokensaid anything about the
not
have
ism. I too deplore tokenism. I
of students' insistence
morality
do not believe that the faculty
I won't dwell on
upon
change.
and administration consistently
just a few words. A son
and consciously use tokenism as this
his father because
a tactic. I think it is sometimes breaks with
stronger bond with
used; perhaps consciously, per- he feels a
Case in truth than blood. Or, to use the
haps unconsciously.
point, the physical education re- usual term, a bond of conscience.
disquirement proposals.
Students This is the conscience of civil
requested change; they were obedience and draft resistance.
imprisongiven a token
one that expres- If a student will risk
conses concern, but no willingness ment or exile in the name of
will
ha
how
much
science,
easier
to relent.
I am not sure what Mr. Gense-me- r risk suspension or explusion at
means by continuity. With the college of his choice?
I'd like lo speak about one last
most meaningful change, a prinI see in Kenyon's future.
danger
ciple is at stake. A decision is
faculty,
The
but more impormade on the basis of whether
of
tantly,
the
administrators
the principle continues to have
a great emoKenyon
will
have
community.
any meaning for the
woIf it does not, change should be tional connection with the
culcollege.
be
will
men's
the
It
immediate and total. If it does,
change might be slight and grad- mination of many years of hard
work and sacrifice. It will be
ual.
In any case, the responsibility their thing, and naturally therefor instigating
ly with students. But students
are often frustrated precipitately
in their attempts to bring about
change. The trouble with stu
dents, as the argument goes, is
that they fail to act responsibly
by neglecting to take into con-

sideration the broad

consequ-

ence of any change on the community at large. Whenever it
can be gotten away with, this

argument takes the abbreviated
form: "You students don't have
all the facts, and therefore can't
make this decision." (Note, this
argument was put up by President Johnson against those who
oppose the Vietnam War.)
The truth of the matter is that,
as far as they are able, students
do take into consideration the effect of change on the community,
at large. Because they bear the
seeds of the future in them, they
act out of a sure sense of what
is right: they are willing to sacrifice a few old men for the sake
Perhaps I am
of improvement.
overstating the case. Perhaps
this is, as Mr. Gensemer suggested, a kind of reverse paternalism.
But it seems to me that in a college community only the students know, I mean really know,
when a principle is no longer
meaningful. And when that time
comes, it is their sacred duty to
themselves and their successors
to make their position known
and believed.
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will be possessiveness and protectiveness about it. The community will know no greater
unity than when the college is
threatened with the realization
of error. Professed enemies will
stand together behind their baby
with all the force of men of
emotion. Where will the threat
come from? It will come from
students who feel the pinch.
intruders who
From students
pass through in four years, who
will not stay for the millenium.
In the Social Facility Committee's discussion, the hope was expressed that Kenyon would not
make the mistake of other
schools of putting out misleading
literature for the women's college. We should say: "This is a
kind of experiment. It is open-endeAs the first classes of X
College, you will have the opportunity of molding the kind of
school you want. You will determine the academic and social
emphases.
Simply, we cannot
predict what relation X will
have to Kenyon. We are not
willing to create artificial bridges
and barriers in the community.
You students will make natural
bridges and barriers; we, faculty
and administrators, will do our
best to reinforce them. We recognize that these bridges and
barriers change from year to
year, even from one semester to
the next, and will try, to be as
flexible in the face of change as
the student body inevitably is."
I think it is clear from what
I have said that this is not merely
a prescription for propaganda but
a hope for policy.
d.
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Pulitzer
Louis Simpson,
Prize Winner in Verse (1964)
will speak tonight in Peirce Hall
Lounge at 8:00 p.m. He will
speak as part of the Poetry Circuit of Ohio. Mr. Simpson is
author of "An Introduction to
an anthology used in
Poetry"
Kenyon's basic English course.
Mr.

.

change lies large-

Co-operati- on

Steel

Students are not burdened by
bugbear of image. They
the
"This is the way it has been, and
know
that the concept of image
the way it will continue to be."
no meaning except as it is
has
I want to digress for a moment
received by individuals, that as
to quote
from

9,

Caples Proposes

Fisher Charges Students
With Concern for Future
Continued from page
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Vice President, Olin Mathieson
Chemical Corp., chief represenDisarmatative to the
ment Conference, and Director of
the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency. He currently
holds the latter two positions.
The Rev. John McGill Krumm,
besides having written five books,
has served as Chaplain of Columand Executive
bia University
Officer of the Department of Religion there, and was on the
Board of Directors of the Religious Education Association.
Frank Edgar Bailey taught at
MIT and Mt. Holyoke before
serving as a Lieutenant Com
mander in the U.S. Navy. After
the war, he observed elections in
Greece for the State Department,
and came to Kenyon, where he
was Dean and Professor of His
For a year,
tory from
he served as acting President of
the College, and then resumed
teacher.
his duties as full-tim- e
Laura Cabot Hodgkinson has
been extremely active both in
working for Smith College, her
alma mater, and as a citizen of
Boston. George Gaylord Simpson,
d
scientist, has
a
published scores of articles and
has been one of the most productive researchers of our generation. Vernon Stouffer, founder of
the Stouffer Food Corp., is currently a director of several companies, including Litton Industries, United Air Lines, and Republic Steel Corporation. George
David Woods served as President
and Chairman Executive Director
of the International Bank or
Reconstruction and Development
(World Bank).
18-nati-

j

1947-195-
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Covello
Continued from Page
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His job in Da Nang will be psychological warfare. He will be
engaged in both dropping leaflets
and playing tapes over hostile
Viet Cong villages. The Captain
said that because the Air Force is
d
desperate for flyers, all
officers on flying status
are being called up for duty. He
has spoken to some Viet Nam
flying veterans. They have told
him that he will be able to tell
if the Viet Cong are getting "the
message"
when they do they
will be seen and heard below the
plane banging on pots and pans.
In a few days Captain Covello
will leave for a two week pass.
Jeffrey Fisher He will then report for a regular
survival training (judo, etc.)
course, and then a specialized
Barncord Shoe Repair
jungle survival program.
The Captain hopes that after
Soling and Heeling
his tour of duty in Viet Nam he
will be assigned to a post in
37 Public Square
Europe. He has already had one
Mount Vernon
tour of duty there.
able-bodie-

Continued from Page 1
to continue Kenyon's academic
tradition by making donors "understand the value of and need
for the small liberal arts college
in our society." He finds the real
strength of the small college in
furnishing society with men and
women trained in the fundamental disciplines and in providing "the principal background
which gives hope of producing
the enlightenment necessary" to
solve the problems of society.
He points to the "product" of
Kenyon
the Wilson, Fulbright,
and Rhodes scholars, and contends that "nowhere has an educational dollar been so effectively
used or has so much been done
with so little capital."
He is confident that he can
"keep all groups who have a
legitimate
interest in Kenyon
satisfied so we will achieve our
objectives over the long course."
Mr. Caples is vice president for
industrial and public relations
for Inland Steel and is currently
involved in collective bargaining
with the steelworkers' union.
Mr Caples has lectured at the
University of Wisconsin, Chicago,
Northwestern, Cornell, Princeton
and Kenyon. He spoke here about
economic responsibilities in regard to urban ghettos in Feb-

ruary.

Bailey

Continued from Page
100,

Fulbrights

from Page 1
man or a woman and to obtain a
normal relationship between the
two. He cites the fine arts center
as one place where there will be

interrelationship.
Mr. Caples, who reports that he
spent two years during the war
in New Guinea without seeing a
woman, knows what an abnormal
men-onl- y
relationship can be. But
separatism of men and women,
he says, is essential at some point
during all of one's life.
Mr. Caples emphasized the
need for communication with all
groups which have interest in the
College. "To the extent that it is
possible," he says, "I want to talk
to people, to be accessible to
people."
He remarks that he has always

learned more from walking

a steel mill than by sitting in his office. He contends
that the supreme frustration is !t

through

think that no one will listen to
you, a frustration which exploded, he observes, at Columbia University.
Pointing out that

administra-

tion is "clarity of authority and
decision," he commented that "it
may be these things will have to
be redefined within the administrative structure of the College."
A businessman for 35 years,
Mr. Caples talks strongly about
making people believe, as he
does, that Kenyon has much to
offer and that there is a
reward in investing in
Kenyon. He stresses that "For the
educational dollar we've spent
here, we've had a greater return
than any college you can name."
If enough people are persuaded
of this, he says, many of the College's financial squeezes can become less tight.
Mr. Caples vigorously defends
the small liberal arts college, and
his discussion of Kenyon's affairs
reflects his great belief in pride,
in doing things well. "I'm no
Avis," he declares. "If we are going to do something, let's do it
well." He notes that the college
should be equally competitive in
everything it does.
Mr. Caples notes that he is not
a complacent person and "I don't
leave people complacent either."
r
He declares, "If I weren't a
I wouldn't be taking this
job."
The new president is concerned
about the idle College plant during the summer and suggested to
faculty council that some summer
use be found. He suggests a program to teach ghetto children. He
also notes that the fine arts center could play a crucial part in
any summer program in Gambier.
long-rang- e
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the first year Kenyon received
out of the

Breakfast
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and Rhodes' and

were

frequent.

Bailey feels that Kenyon should
continue to aspire to be the
country's finest small college for
men. "I don't know what it will
be like when we get all those
muses Bailey,
femmes here,"
suggesting the possibility of evolution into a Denison or a Woost-e- r.
The College depended heavily
on Chalmers, and when he died
suddenly in 1956 Bailey was
hurled into the position of maintaining for Kenyon the faith that
"the institution is stronger than
the man." There were two other
crippling deaths that year and
Kenyon had lost several dominant figures, but soon faith in the
progress of Kenyon was restored,
and by the end of his term it
was understood that Kenyon had
developed rapidly during one of
its most fruitful years. As President, Bailey performed a remarkable feat by balancing the
budget
during the summer
auditors found the College to
have operated under a $29 surplus.
Since retirement from his post
as Dean in '63, Bailey has been
teaching, improving ,his farm on
Quarry Chapel Road, and helping
his wife raise a breed of herding
dogs known as Welsh Pembroke
Corgies. "I've had the life of
Riley for the last four years," he
confesses, with little show of
guilt. He has greatly enjoyed
teaching without a rushed schedule, and his corgies have been
winning ribbons at dog shows
t.
throughout the East and
Mid-Wes-

There is a wealth of stories
and anecdotes surrounding Frank
Bailey, and since he character-isticl- y
declines to mention the
alleged events or elaborate on
any of his accomplishments, it is
hard to separate history from
legend. It is certain, however,
that the majority of the stories
contain more than an element of
truth, as evidenced by their con- -

risk-take-

tinuing theme (strength of character) and by several medical
recoveries which give undisput-abl- e
testimony to his courage.
Several of today's students have
received hints
recently Bailey,
despite his injured back, hurried
out of a classroom to pick up
class cards in the registrar's office for one of his students who
had a mildly injured ankle.
This spring, Kenyon is awarding Frank Bailey an Honorary
Doctorate, and the senior class is
planning a gift to the library in
his honor.
At the time of
Bailey's retirement from the
of Dean in 1963, President
Lund stated, "No man represents
better than Frank Bailey the
manliness that Kenyon should
stand for. We have all come to
respect the qualities of courage,
that
honesty and
he has brought to his office in his
sixteen years of service."
of-ic-

forth-rightne-
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